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0. INTRODUCTION
This paper is the outcome of our attempt to answer the following
w xquestion. Let R s k X be the polynomial ring obtained by adjoining to a
field k the entries of an m = n matrix X of indeterminates we assume
.m F n , let M denote the maximal ideal of R generated by the entries of
X, and let I be the ideal of R generated by the m = m minors of X. It is
 .well known see the next paragraph for hint of a proof that the dimension
of M rI srM rq1I s as a vector space over RrM s k is, for large r and s,
given by a polynomial in r and s of total degree one less than the
dimension of R:
M rI s s q jr q idim s a M ¬ I . 1 .  .k i jrq1 s  /  /i jM I r , sc0 iqjFdim Ry1
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 .The coefficients a M ¬ I of top degree, that is, with i q j s dim R y 1,i j
 .are called the mixed multiplicities of the ordered pair M ¬ I . The problem
 .of obtaining formulas for the mixed multiplicities of M ¬ I in terms of m
and n was what started us out on this paper.
Our approach to mixed multiplicities is through the following slightly
w xmore general problem. The associated graded ring gr R It of the M , I t .
w x  .Rees algebra R It with respect to the maximal ideal M , It has a natural
 .bigrading on it, and the graded piece of degree r, s in this bigrading is
M rI srM rq1I s. Thus the problem of computing this bigraded Hilbert series
in terms of m and n would, if solved, lead to formulas for all the
 .coefficients a M ¬ I , not just for those of top degree. We solve thisi j
problem. The expression we obtain for the bigraded Hilbert series
M rI s
r sw xH gr R It ; l , l s dim l l .  M , I t . 1 2 k 1 2rq1 sM Ir , sG0
 .is see Corollary 3.2.1 and Example 3.2.3
R
w xH gr R It ; l , l s H R; l q l H ; l H F ; l , .  . .  M , I t . 1 2 1 2 1 v 2v /RPvgV
2 .
where
 .  . iH R; l is the Hilbert series  dim R l of the graded k-alge-1 iG 0 k i 1
bra R;
P is the poset of all minors of all sizes of the matrix X ;
V is the ideal of P consisting of the m = m minors;
v  4P s p g P ¬ p h v , the ideal of P ``cogenerated by v '';
RP v is the ideal of R generated by the elements of P v;
F is the face ring with coefficients in the field k of the posetv
 4P s p g P ¬ p F v .v
The face rings F are determined entirely by the combinatorics of thev
underlying poset V; recall that the face ring of a poset P, with coefficients
w xin a field k, is the quotient of the polynomial ring k x ¬ p g P , where thep
  . .x are indeterminates, by the ideal x x ¬ p, q g D , where D is the setp p q
of all incomparable pairs of elements in P. The rings RrRP v are rather
well studied quotients of R}formulas for the Hilbert series of these rings
w xhave been obtained by Abhyankar A and by several authors after him.
 .Equation 2 therefore gives an effective method for calculating the
bigraded Hilbert series in terms of m and n.
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Using the fact that all maximal chains in P have the same length, we
 .deduce from eq. 2 the following expression for the mixed multiplicities of
 .  .M ¬ I see Corollary 3.2.2 :
R
a M ¬ I s e e v for i q j s dim R y 1, 3 .  .  .i j v /RPvgV
 .rk v sjq1
where
 v. ve RrRP is the multiplicity as a graded k-algebra of RrRP ;
 .rk v is the length of any maximal chain v z ??? z v s v in V;1 p
 .e v is the number of distinct maximal chains of the type v z ??? z1
v s v.p
The referee has urged that the authors provide for the reader's conve-
nience explicit expressions for the above mixed multiplicities in terms of m
and n. Unfortunately, however, we do not know a closed-form expression
 .for the right-hand side of eq. 3 . For more information and for more
admissions of ignorance about closed-form expressions, the reader is
w xreferred to Examples 2.6 and 2.8 of RS .
 .  .Equation 2 holds more generally see Corollary 3.2.1 for an ideal I
generated by elements of a straightening-closed ideal V of a graded
algebra R with straightening law over a field k on a finite poset P,
provided that degree v F degree vX as elements of R whenever v F vX g
 .V. Here M denotes the graded maximal ideal of R. In fact, the setup we
work with is even more general and includes within its ambit ideals
generated by d-sequences and Huckaba]Huneke ideals of analytic devia-
 .tion 1 and 2 see Sect. 3 .
Having discussed above the results of the paper, we now give a more
formal introduction to its content and technique. We restrict our attention
in this introduction to the Rees algebra alone, but statements analogous to
the ones to be made here hold for the associated graded ring and the
extended Rees algebra.
We begin with a basic definition. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M a
maximal ideal of R, and I an ideal of R. There exists a natural bigrading
w x w xon the associated graded ring gr R It of the Rees algebra R It with M , I t .
 .  .respect to the maximal ideal M , It , and the graded piece of degree r, s
is M sI srM rq1I s. The dimension of M rI srM rq1I s as a vector space over
RrM is therefore a polynomial in r and s for large values of r and s. We
write
M rI s s q jr q idim s a M ¬ I .R r M i jrq1 s  /  /i jM I r , sc0
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and christen the a the mixed Hilbert coefficients of the ordered pairi j
 .M ¬ I .
Let R be a quotient by a graded ideal of a polynomial ring in finitely
many variables over a field k. Let M denote the irrelevant maximal ideal
of R. Let x , . . . , x be a d-sequence of homogeneous elements in R with1 n
 .  .  .deg x F ??? F deg x . Let I denote the ideal x , . . . , x . The multi-1 n 1 n
w xplicity of the Rees algebra R It of I with respect to the maximal ideal
 . w xM , It is computed in HTU by Herzog, Trung, and Ulrich. The answer is
in terms of the multiplicities as graded algebras over k of R and the
 . .quotients of R by the related ideals I s x , . . . , x : x , 1 F j F n, ofj 1 jy1 j
w x w xthe d-sequence. In RS the technique and results of HTU are extended
to linearizations of quadratic sequences with nondecreasing degrees. Here
w x w xwe push the work in HTU and RS to its logical conclusion: we write
w xdown the Hilbert series and Hilbert polynomial of R It with respect to
 .M , It in terms of those of R and RrI as graded algebras over k. In fact,j
w xwe write down the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It . From this we M , I t .
 .get not only the singly graded Hilbert series and Hilbert polynomial of
w x  .R It with respect to M , It but also formulas for the mixed Hilbert
 .coefficients of the pair M ¬ I .
w xOur starting point here is the main technical lemma of HTU and this
we describe now. The authors of that paper are interested in the multiplic-
w x  . w xity of R It with respect to M , It , that is, the multiplicity of gr R It M , I t .
as a graded algebra over the base field k. To calculate this multiplicity}or
w xfor that matter the Hilbert series of gr R It as a graded k-algebra} M , I t .
 w x.we are free to look instead at the associated graded ring gr R It ofF
w x w xR It with respect to F, where F is any filtration on R It finer than the
 .M , It -adic filtration. Now they look at a particular such filtration. To
w xdescribe this, write R It as a homomorphic image of the polynomal ring
w xA s R T , . . . , T under the map T ¬ x t, and let N denote the maximal1 n i i
 .ideal M , T , . . . , T of A. The degree-lexicographic filtration F on A is1 n
 .finer than the N-adic filtration. Since M , It is the image of N under the
w x w xabove map from A to R It , the induced filtration F on R It is finer than
 .the M , It -adic filtration. This is the filtration they consider. The associ-
 w x.  .ated graded ring gr R It is presented as a quotient of gr A ( A, andF F
under the hypothesis that x , . . . , x is a d-sequence with nondecreasing1 n
degrees, the presentation ideal is shown to have the form of a monomial
ideal. This is their main technical result. From this the formula for the
w xmultiplicity of R It is deduced by first writing the presentation ideal as an
intersection and then using the associativity formula for multiplicities. The
w x w xargument in RS runs exactly parallel to the argument in HTU just
described.
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Our work here is based on two observations. First, the bigrading on
w xgr R It is induced from the one on A, and since F respects the M , I t .
 w x.bigrading on A, the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It is the same asF
w xthat of gr R It . Second, the associativity formula for multiplicities is M , I t .
a false lead}it gives the formula for the multiplicity all right but it hides
other information that can just as readily be extracted from the presenta-
tion ideal. In our main result, namely, Theorem 2.4 below, we deduce from
the presentation ideal an expression for the bigraded Hilbert series of
w xgr R It . The argument is not any more difficult than the argument in M , I t .
w x w xHTU and RS based on the associativity formula.
The organization of this paper should be clear from the titles of its
sections. We would like to draw the reader's attention to our rather special
notation for the Hilbert series and the Hilbert polynomial, to the remarks
in Sect. 4, and to the question posed in connection with Example 3.2.3.
To end this section, here are some bibliographical notes. Mixed multi-
w xplicities were introduced first by Teissier and Risler T in their work on
Milnor numbers of hypersurface singularties. They calculated them in
w xterms of sufficiently general elements. Later Rees Re introduced joint
reductions to replace sufficiently general elements. This made the task of
w xcalculating the mixed multiplicities easier. Paul Roberts Ro has used
mixed multiplicities to define multiplicity of a homomorphism between
free modules. The remarks in Sect. 4 below are in the spirit of the formula
w xin KV for the multiplicity of the extended Rees algebra in terms of mixed
w xmultiplicities. For more information about mixed multiplicities, see KV
and the references therein. There are similarities between the proof of
w xTheorem 2.4 below and the proof in JR .
1. NOTATION FOR HILBERT SERIES AND
HILBERT POLYNOMIALS
w xLet k be a field and let k U , . . . , U be the polynomial ring in p1 p
variables over k with the usual grading. Let R s [ R be a gradediiG 0
w x quotient of k U , . . . , U . It is well known e.g., it follows immediately from1 p
.  .Hilbert's syzygy theorem that the Hilbert series H R; t [
 . m  .  . p dim R t is a rational function of the form Q t r 1 y t , wheremG 0 k m
 .  .Q t is a polynomial with integer coefficients. Thus dim R is a polyno-k m
 .mial P R; m for large m. This is the Hilbert polynomial of R and we write
m q iP R; m s c . .  i  /i
iG0
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The coefficients c are all integers and of course c s 0 for large i sincei i
this is a polynomial. To calculate the Hilbert polynomial from the Hilbert
series, write the Hilbert series as a Laurent polynomal in 1 y t s X. The
following proposition shows that the Hilbert polynomial can be read off
the principal part of this Laurent polynomial.
 . iPROPOSITION 1.1. If H R; X s a X is the Hilbert series written as ai
Laurent polynomial in X s 1 y t, then the Hilbert polynomal is gi¨ en by
m q i .  .P R;m s  a .iG 0 yiy1 i
m jm y 1 q j .  .Proof. Note that 1r 1 y t s  t for m G 1.jjG 0
wFor a bigraded quotient R of the bigraded polynomial ring k U , . . . ,1
x  .U , V , . . . , V , where each U has degree 1, 0 and each V has degreep 1 q i j
 .  .  . r s0, 1 , the bigraded Hilbert series H R; t , t [  dim R t t is1 2 r , sG 0 k r , s 1 2
 .  . p .qsimilarly a rational function of the form Q t , t r 1 y t 1 y t , and1 1 1 2
 .the bigraded Hilbert polynomial P R; m, n , whose value for large r and s
equals dim R can similarly be read off the principal part of the Laurentk r , s
 . i jpolynomial form of writing the Hilbert series: if H R; X, Y s a X Y ,i j
where X s 1 y t and Y s 1 y t , then1 2
n q jm q i
P R; m , n s a . .  yiy1, yjy1  /  /i j
i , jG0
All Hilbert series appearing in the sequel are written as Laurent
 .  . i  .polynomials in the above fashion: H R; X s a R X and H R; X, Yi
 . i j  .  w x.  .s a R X Y . We define a M ¬ I [ a gr R It and b M ¬ Ii j i j i j  M , I t . i j
   ...2[ a gr gr R , where M and I are ideals in a ring R and thei j  M r I, Ir I . I
bigradings on the rings appearing on the right-hand side are to be
specified later by context.
Any bigraded ring can be viewed as a singly graded ring by considering
 .elements of degree i, j to have degree i q j. Under this process, the
singly graded Hilbert series is obtained from the bigraded Hilbert series by
setting Y s X. Thus the coefficient a in the bigraded Hilbert polynomiali j
contributes towards the coefficient a in the singly graded Hilbertiq j
polynomial. But terms of the bigraded Hilbert series of the form X iY j
with i q j - 0 but i G 0 or j G 0, while they contribute to the singly
graded Hilbert polynomial, are irrelevant to the bigraded Hilbert polyno-
mial.
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2. THE THEOREM
 .In this section we prove the main result Theorem 2.4 , which unfortu-
nately is rather technical. The starting point of the proof is the expression
w xproved in RS for the ideal of leading forms, with respect to the degree-
lexicographic filtration F, of the ideal defining the Rees algebra as a
quotient of the polynomial ring over the base ring. This ideal of leading
forms has the form of a monomial ideal which enables us to express it as
an intersection of simpler ideals and deduce from there the formula for
the bigraded Hilbert series.
w xWe begin by recalling from R2 the definition of a quadratic sequence.
 .A subset L of a finite poset V, F is an ideal if
l g L , v g V , and v F l « v g L .
If L is an ideal of V and v g V_L is such that l g L for every l z v,
 .  4then L, v is a pair of V. Given a set x ¬ v g V of elements of a ringv
 . R and L : V, denote by X the ideal x ¬ l g L of R X s 0 if L isL l L
.  .empty and by I the ideal X s x ¬ v g V .V v
w x  4Definition 2.1 R2, Definition 3.3 . A set x ¬ v g V : R is a quadraticv
 .sequence if for every pair L, v of V there exists an ideal Q of V such
that
 .1. X : x l I s X ;L v Q
2. x X : X I.v Q L
 .Such an ideal Q is said to be associated with the pair L, v . This
 4association need not be unique}the set x of generators of I mayv ¬ v g V
not be unshortenable}but X is unique by 1.Q
Definition 2.2. A linerization of a poset V of cardinality n is a bijective
w x  4 X  .  X.map a: V ª 1, n [ 1, . . . , n such that v F v « a v F a v .
 4 w xLet x ¬ v g V be a quadratic sequence and, let a: V ª 1, n be av
w x w x .fixed linearization. Identify V with 1, n via a. Then 1, j y 1 , j is a pair
w xof V for every j g 1, n . Let
w xQ s an ideal of V associated with 1, j y 1 , j , .j
I s x , . . . , x : x , . .j 1 jy1 j
D s j, k ¬ 1 F j F k F n , x ? x g x , . . . , x . .  . 4j k 1 jy1
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w xFor k g 1, n , set
w xC s 1, k y 1 Q and A s X .Dk j k Ck
jFk
 .j , k fD
Note that C is an ideal of V and that A is independent of the choicesk k
of Q .j
w xDefinition 2.3. A linearization a: V ª 1, n of the indexing poset V of
 .a quadratic sequence is stable if I s A : x for every k, 1 F k F n.k k k
We can now state our main theorem.
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a standard graded algebra o¨er a field k, that is,
w x  4R s [ R s R R with R s k. Let x ¬ v g V : R be a quadratici 0 1 0 viG 0
w xsequence consisting of homogeneous elements of R, let a: V ª 1, n be a
stable linearization, and suppose that
deg x F ??? F deg x . .  .1 n
 .Let I denote the ideal x , . . . , x and M s [ R the irrele¨ant maximal1 n ii) 0
 w x.ideal. Then the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It is gi¨ en by M , I t .
w xH gr R It ; X , Y . M , I t .
N R H F ; Y .ls H R; X q 1 y Y H ; X .  .   /I 2 y Ylls1
 .l , l gD
n R
q H ; X H F ; Y , . l /Ills1
 .l , l fD
where D is defined as abo¨e and
k T , T ¬ i - l , i , l f D .i l
F s .l T T ¬ 1 F j F k F l , j, k g D , j, l f D , k , l f D .  .  . .j k
2q T ¬ only if l , l g D . .l
  ..2The formula for the bigraded Hilbert series of gr gr R is the same M r I, Ir I . I
as the one abo¨e except that on the right-hand side we replace R by RrI and
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 .RrI by Rr I q I :l l
H gr 2 gr R ; X , Y . . . M r I , Ir I . I
nR R H F ; Y .ls H ; X q 1 y Y H ; X .  /  /I I q I 2 y Ylls1
 .l , l gD
n R
q H ; X H F ; Y . . l /I q Ills1
 .l , l fD
Proof. We prove only the formula for the Rees algebra. If in this proof
 .we replace R by RrI and RrI by Rr I q I , we get the proof of thej j
formula for the associated graded ring.
w x w xMap R T , . . . , T ª R It by sending T to x t. Let F be the filtration1 n i i
w x w xon R T , . . . , T defined in Sect. 1 of RS . The associated graded ring1 n
 w x. w xgr R It of R It with respect to the induced filtration F has, byF
w xTheorem 1.4 of RS , the following presentation:
w xR T , . . . , T1 nw xgr R It ( . 4 . .F I T , . . . , I T , T T ¬ j, k g D . .1 1 n n j k
 w x.  w x.Since gr R It and gr R It have the same bigraded Hilbert series, M , I t . F
we may work with the latter ring.
  . .The ideal I T , . . . , I T , T T ¬ j, k g D is a ``block monomial ideal,''1 1 n n j k
i.e., it behaves like a monomial ideal if we treat I , . . . , I as blocks. To1 n
calculate the Hilbert series, we treat it as such. The first step then is to
write it as an intersection of simpler ideals. In order to do this, we first
 .observe that if j F k, j, k f D, and a g I , then by the stability assump-j
 .tion ax g I l I s X : I , so a g I . Thus, for j F k, either j, k g Dk j Q k kj
or I : I .j k
We claim that
n
I T , . . . , I T , T T ¬ j, k g D s J , . . F1 1 n n j k l
ls0
 .where J [ T , . . . , T and0 1 n
J [ I , T , . . . , T , T , T T ¬ i - l , i , l g D ; .l l lq1 n i j k
1 F j F k F l , k , l g D . . .
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That F J contains the left-hand side follows from the observation madel
above. For the converse, suppose aT ??? T does not belong to thei i1 p
 .left-hand side, where a g R and i F ??? F i . Then no pair i , i with1 p r s
r - s belongs to D. Thus aT ??? T does not belong to J and the claim isi i i1 p p
proved.
Now let I [ J and for 1 F l F n, I [ I l J . Letting A denote0 0 l ly1 l
w xthe polynomial ring R T , . . . , T we have exact sequences1 n
A A A A
0 ª ª [ ª ª 0
I I J I q Jl ly1 l ly1 l
for 1 F l F n. These yield
A A A A
H s H q H y H , /  /  /  /I I J I q Jl ly1 l ly1 l
where H stands for bigraded Hilbert series.
Adding these n equations, we get
nA A A A
H s H q H y H . /  /  /  /I I J I q Jn 0 l ly1 lls1
It is proved easily by induction that
I s I T , . . . , I T , T , . . . , T , T T ¬ly1 1 1 ly1 ly1 l n j k
1 F j F k F l y 1, j, k g D . . .
The expression for I q J is now immediate:ly1 l
I q J s I , T , . . . , T , T , T T ¬ i - l , i , l g D ; .ly1 l l l n i j k
1 F j F k - l , j, k g D . . .
 .Observe that H ArI is the desired Hilbert series, that ArI ( RrI mn l l k
 .F , where F is as in the statement of the theorem, and that Ar I q Jl l ly1 l
 .  .( RrI m F , where F [ F r T . Either l, l g D, in which case F s Fl l l l l l lk
2w x  .  . w xm k T r T , or l, l f D, in which case F s F T . In the former case,l l l l lk
 .  . .the Hilbert series of F and F are related by H F ; t s H F ; t 1 q tl l l 2 l 2 2
  .  . ..which, if we set 1 y t s Y, means H F ; Y s H F ; Y 2 y Y and in2 l l
 .  .  . the latter case, by H F ; t s H F ; Y r 1 y t which, if we set 1 y t sl 2 l 2 2
 .  . .Y, means H F ; Y s H F ; Y rY . We thus get the desired formula.l l
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3. EXAMPLES
3.1. d-Sequences
An ordered sequence x , . . . , x of elements of a ring is called a1 n
d-sequence if
x , . . . , x : x x s x , . . . , x : x ; 1 F j F k F n. 5 .  .  . .  .1 jy1 j k 1 jy1 k
 w x.It is easy to see that see, for example, R1 that the above condition is
equivalent to
x , . . . , x : x l I s x , . . . , x ; 1 F j F n , 6 .  .  . .1 jy1 j 1 jy1
 .where I is the ideal x , . . . , x . It is clear from this last equation that1 n
w xd-sequences are quadratic sequences: indeed L s 1, j y 1 is itself associ-
 . w xated with the pair L, v s j . It is also clear, since C s 1, k y 1 fork
w x  .every k g 1, n , that the only possible linearization is stable. Thus
Theorem 2.4 is applicable to homogeneous d-sequences whose elements
 .  .have nondecreasing degrees. For j, k g D, eq. 5 shows that I is thek
unit ideal, so the term T T is redundant in the denominator of thej k
 .right-hand side of eq. 4 . We may therefore assume, in the conclusion of
w xTheorem 2.4, that D is empty, hence that F s k T , . . . , T , and hencel 1 l
 . ylthat H F ; Y s Y . Thus Theorem 2.4 reduces in this case tol
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let R be a standard graded algebra o¨er a field, let
x , . . . , x be a d-sequence consisting of homogeneous elements of R, and1 n
suppose that
deg x F ??? F deg x . .  .1 n
 .Let I denote the ideal x , . . . , x and M the irrele¨ant maximal ideal.1 n
 w x.Then the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It is gi¨ en by M , I t .
n R
ylw xH gr R It ; X , Y s H R; X q 1 y Y H ; X Y . .  . .  M , I t .  /Ills1
  ..2The formula for the bigraded Hilbert series of gr gr R is the same M r I, Ir I . I
as the one abo¨e except that on the right-hand side we replace R by RrI and
 .RrI by Rr I q I :l l
H gr 2 gr R ; X , Y . . . M r I , Ir I . I
nR R
yls H ; X q 1 y Y H ; X Y . .  /  /I I q Ills1
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In particular,
n R R
w xa gr R It s a R q a y a , . . . p  M , I t . p pyl pylq1 /  /I Il lls1
R R
a M ¬ I s a y a , .p q p p /  /I Iqq1 qq2
nR R
2a gr gr R s a q a . . p  M r T , Ir I . I p pyl /  /I I q Ills1
R
y a ,py lq1  /I q Il
R R
b M ¬ I s a y a . .p q p p /  /I q I I q Iqq1 qq2
For a detailed discussion of examples to which the above corollary can
w xbe applied, we refer the reader to HTU, Sect. 3 . Here we stay content
with the simplest application:
 .EXAMPLE 3.1.2 regular sequences . Let R be a standard graded alge-
bra over a field and let x , . . . , x be a regular sequence of homogeneous1 n
elements of respective degrees d F ??? F d . Let I denote the ideal1 n
 .x , . . . , x and M the irrelevant maximal ideal. Corollary 3.1.1 is applica-1 n
ble in this situation since a regular sequence is, evidently, a d-sequence.
 .  . Since I s x , . . . , x for 1 F l F n, we have H RrI ; X s H R;l 1 ly1 l
.   .di.X f ??? f , where f s 1 y 1 y X , so that1 l i
w xH gr R It ; X , Y . M , I t .
n
yls H R; X q 1 y Y H R; X f ??? f Y .  .  . 1 ly1
ls1
ny1H R; X .
ny ls f ??? f q Y 1 y f f ??? f . .1 ny1 l 1 ly1nY ls1
Predictably, the formula for the bigraded Hilbert series of
 .2gr gr R reduces to M r I, Ir I . i
H R; X .
2H gr gr R ; X , Y s f ??? f . . . M r I , Ir I . I 1 nnY
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3.2. Straightening-Closed Ideals in Graded ASLs
We borrow the notation, terminology, definitions, and references of the
w xsubsection of RS, Sect. 2 that has the same title as the present one.
Throughout our discussion of straightening-closed ideals, R denotes a
graded ASL on a finite poset P over a field R s k. For L : P, the ideal0
 .l ¬ l g L of R is denoted RL. Let V be a straightening-closed ideal of
w x  4P. By Proposition 2.4 of RS , v ¬ v g V is a quadratic sequence in R. By
w x w xProposition 2.5 of RS , any linearization a: V ª 1, n of V is stable.
 .  .Assuming that deg x F ??? F deg x for a given linearization, we may1 n
w xtherefore apply Theorem 2.4. Proposition 2.5 of RS gives
D s j , n ¬ j , n incomparable elements of V , and a j F a n , 4 .  .  .
v y1 v  4I s RP , where v s a l and P s p g P ¬ p h v . .l
Thus F is the face ring of the simplicial complex with vertex set s g V ¬ sl
y1 .4F v [ a l and faces the square-free standard monomials on this
poset. We obtain the following
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let R be a graded ASL on a finite poset P o¨er a field
k and let M denote the graded maximal ideal of R. If V is a straightening-
w xclosed ideal of P which admits a linearization a: V ª 1, n satisfying
deg x F ??? F deg x .  .1 n
 w . x.then the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R RV t is gi¨ en by M , R V . t .
H gr R RV t ; X , Y . . M , R V . t .
R
s H R; Y q 1 y X H ; X H F ; Y , .  .  . vv /RPvgV
 4where F is the face ring of the poset s g V ¬ s F v . The formula for thev
  ..2bigraded Hilbert series of gr gr R is the same as the one M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
abo¨e except that on the right-hand side we replace R by RrRV and RrRP v
 v.by RrR V j P :
H gr 2 gr R . . . M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
R R
s H ; X q 1 y Y H ; X H F ; Y . .  . vv /  /RV R V j P .vgV
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In particular,
a gr R RV t . .p  M , R V . t .
R
s a R q a a F y a F , .  .  . p j pyjy1 v pyj vv /RPvgV j
R
a M ¬ RV s a a F y a F , .  .  .p q p q v qq1 vv /RPvgV
a gr 2 gr R . .p  M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
R R
s a q a a F y a F , .  . p j pyjy1 v pyj vv /  /RV R V j P .vgV j
R
b M ¬ RV s a a F y a F . .  .  .p q p q v qq1 vv /R V j P .vgV
Note the formal analogy between the special case of the above formulas
when V is linearly ordered and the formulas for a d-sequence of Corollary
 43.1.1: if V s 1, . . . , n is linearly ordered, then F is the polynomial ringl
w x  .k T , . . . , T , so a F is 1 if q s l y 1 and 0 otherwise.1 l q l
We now recover, from the above corollary, expressions for the multiplic-
w . x  .2ities of gr R RV t and gr gr R . The follow- M , R V . t .  M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
w xing statement contains within it Theorem 2.2 of RS .
COROLLARY 3.2.2. Suppose further that V is nonempty and that
all maximal chains in P ha¨e the same length. ) .
w . xThen the multiplicity of gr R RV t is gi¨ en by M , R V . t .
R
e gr R RV t s e e v , 7 .  .  . .  M , R V . t . v /RPvgV
 v. v  .where e RrRP is the multiplicity of the graded algebra RrRP and e v
is the number of maximal chains in V of the type v z ??? z v . The mixed1 p
 .multiplicities of M ¬ RV are gi¨ en by
R
a M ¬ RV s e e v , .  .p q v /RP .vgV , rk v ,sqq1
where p q q s dim R y 1. 8 .
 .2The multiplicity of gr gr R is gi¨ en by M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
R
2e gr gr R s e e v , 9 .  .  . .  M r R V , R V rR V . . R V v /R V j P .vg­ V
  4  4where ­ V s v g V j y` ¬ v has an upper neighbor in P j ` not in
4V , where y` and ` are the smallest and largest elements added to P.
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 .Proof. Since ASLs are reduced and ) implies that all minimal primes
w . xof R have maximal dimension, it is clear that dim gr R RV t s d M , R V .
 w . x. q 1, where d s dim R. Thus e gr R RV t s a gr M , R V . d  M , R V .
w . x.  . v v=R RV t and a R s 0. Since RrRP is an ASL on P_P , itd
v  v.  v.follows that dimension of RrRP is rk P_P , so a RrRP s 0 forj
 v.  v.  v.  v.j G rk P_P and a RrRP s e RrRP for j s rk P_P y 1.j
 .  .  .The dimension of F is rk v and its multiplicity is e v , so a F s 0 forv k v
 .  .  .  .  .k G rk v and a F s e v for k s rk v y 1. It follows from ) thatk v
 v.  .  .rk P_P q rk v s rk P q 1 s d q 1 for every v. Using the formula
 w . x.for a gr R RV t in Corollary 3.2.1 to calculate a , we get eq.p  M , R V . t . d
 .  .  .7 . From the above considerations we also get eq. 8 . The proof of eq. 9
  v..  .  .is similar: note that rk P_ V j P q rk v F rk P q 1 and that
equality holds if and only if v g ­ V.
 . w xEXAMPLE 3.2.3 generic maximal minors . Let R s k X be the poly-
nomial ring obtained by adjoining to a field k the entries of an m = n
 .matrix X of indeterminates we assume m F n . It is well known that R is
a graded ASL over k on the poset P of all q-minors of X, 1 F q F m. A
w xq-minor is denoted r ??? r ¬ c ??? c , where r , . . . , r and c , . . . , c1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q
indicate row and column indices. The partial order on P is given by the
following rule:
X X X X
X Xr , . . . , r ¬ c ??? c F r , . . . , r ¬ c , . . . , c1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q
if and only if q G qX and r F rX, c F cX for 1 F i F qX. The ideal V of alli i i i
w x wm-minors is a straightening-closed ideal H2, item 1.19 , BST, Example
x.2.1.3 . Since all elements of V have the same degree, Theorem 2.4
applies.
The Hilbert series of the rings RrRP v have been calculated by Ab-
w x w x w x w xhyankar A and by several authors after him, e.g., G , CH , and Gh . An
element v of V is characterised by its column indices c , . . . , c . From eq.1 m
 . w x2 of CH , we see that
n y c q i y j kim y idet 1 y X .  /  / /k k q i y jR k i , js1, . . . , m
H ; X s ,
v d /RP X
 . vwhere d s m 2n q m q 1 r2 y c is the dimension of RrRP . Substi-i
tuting the above equation and information about the face rings F into thev
formulas of Theorem 2.4, we can calculate the bigraded Hilbert series of
w . x  .2gr R RV t and gr gr R . M , R V .  M r R V , R V rR V . . R V
We will now describe a way of looking at this example which leads
w xnaturally to a question. Our reference for this paragraph is S . Let
 .G be the Grassmannian of m-planes in m q n -space. The oppositem , mqn
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big cell of G is an affine space of dimension mn. The Schubertm , mqn
varieties in G are indexed by the poset P of the above example. Ifm , mqn
wwe intersect the Schubert variety corresponding to 1, . . . , m y 1 ¬ 1, . . . , m
xy 1 with the opposite big cell, the resulting affine variety has ideal RV
 w x.see Proposition 6.10 of Chapter I of S . This leads us to ask the following
question: let V be some other Schubert variety and I be the ideal of the
intersection of V with the opposite big cell; then what is the Hilbert series
w xof gr R It ? Note that the Grassmannian G is SL rP for a maxi- M , I t . r , n n
mal parabolic subgroup of SL . The question can also be asked forn
 .  .Schubert varieties in the quotient spaces of SO n and SP 2n by maximal
parabolic subgroups. Except for the situation of the above example and for
some other rather special situations which can be reduced easily to the
situation of the above example, we do not know the answer.
3.3. Defining Ideals of Projecti¨ e Monomial Space Cur¨ es Lying on the
Quadric Surface xy y zw s 0
w xLet R s k x, y, z, w be the polynomial ring in four variables over a
field k, and let I denote the homogeneous ideal of the projective mono-
mial curve
x : y : z : w s ubqc : ub¨ c : uc¨ b : ¨ bqc , .  .
 .where b ) c and bcd b, c s 1. It is proved in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of
w xMS that the ideal I is generated by a particular set of b y c q 2
elements which form a quadratic sequence in a particular linear ordering.
w x  .Let us use this ordered set of generators of I to present R It and gr RI
w xas quotients of the polynomial ring S [ R T , . . . , T . Let J and K1 bycq2
w x  .be the kernels, respectively, of the maps S ¸ R It and S ¸ gr R . Let FI
w xbe the degree-lexicographic filtration on S defined as in RS, Sect. 1 . If F
w xdenotes also the induced filtration of R It , the associated graded ring
 w x. w x  .gr R It has the same bigraded Hilbert series as R It . Since gr S ( S,F F
 w x.  .we have gr R It ( gr SrJ ( SrJ#, where J# is the ideal generatedF F
by initial forms of elements of J with respect of F. Similar statements are
 . w x  w xtrue for gr R . Theorems of RS, Sect. 1 , apply in this situation see RSI
.for details and we get
J# s T , . . . , T l xw y yz , T , . . . , T .  .2 bycq2 3 bycq2
2l x , y , T , . . . , T , . .3 bycq1
2bK# s I , T , . . . , T l x , y , z , T , . . . , T . .  . .3 bycq2 3 bycq1
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Using this we can calculate, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, the bigraded
w x   ..2Hilbert series of gr R It and gr gr R . Among the ideals u M , I t .  M r I, Ir I . I
occurring in the right-hand side of the above display, the only one for
which the computation of Hilbert series of Sru may perhaps take some
 .time is I, T , . . . , T . So we compute the Hilbert series of RrI3 bycq2
below. Since y is a regular element of degree 1 in RrI, we have
 .  .   . .  .  byc cH RrI; X s 1rX H Rr I, y ; X . Now I, y s y, xw, x z , . . . ,
by1 b.xz , z is a monomial ideal. For k - b, the graded piece of degree k of
 .  . k ky1 ky1 kRr I, y is spanned by the 2k q 1 monomials x , x z, . . . , xz , z
and w k, w ky1z, . . . , wz ky1; for k G b, it is spanned by the b q c monomials
x k, x ky1z, . . . , x kycq1z cy1 and w k, w ky1z, . . . , w kybq1z by1. Thus
by1R b q c 1 kH ; X s y b q c y 2k y 1 1 y X . .  .2 /  /I XX ks0
w xCalculating the bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It and M , I t .
  ..2gr gr R as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we obtain M r I, Ir I . I
1 2 b y c
w xH gr R It ; X , Y s q q . M , I t . 4 3 2 2 3X Y X Y X Y
y b y c q 1 y2 1 .
q q q ,2 2 3 2X Y X Y X Y
b q c b y c b
2 2H gr gr R s q 1 y Y 1 y 1 y X .  .  . .  . . M r I , Ir I . I 2 2 2 3X Y X Y
by11 jq 2 j q 1 y b y c 1 y X . .  .2  /XY js0
3.4. Huckaba]Huneke Ideals of Analytic De¨iation 1 and 2
w xAs shown in R2, Sect. 4 , the ideals of analytic deviation 1 and 2 studied
w x w xby Huckaba and Huneke in HH1 and HH2 are generated by quadratic
w x w xsequences. While the ambient ring in HH1 and HH2 is always local, the
w xstructure theorems established in those papers and in R2 for these ideals
hold good for certain homogeneous ideals; a particular example is given
w xbelow. So it seems worthwhile to derive formulas for gr R It and M , I t .
  ..2gr gr R for homogeneous ideals having this structure. We M r I, Ir I . I
proceed to do this.
Let R be a standard graded algebra over a field k and let M be the
irrelevant maximal ideal of R. Let x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y be homoge-1 m mq1 n
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neous elements of R which are indexed by the poset V specified as
follows. We denote the elements of V also by x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y .1 m mq1 n
The relations in V are x F x for 1 F i F j F m and x F y for every pairi j i j
 . i, j with 1 F i F m and m q 1 F j F n. Let I be the ideal x , . . . , x ,1 m
.  .y , . . . , y and J the ideal x , . . . , x . Suppose that x , . . . , x form amq 1 n 1 m 1 m
d-sequence with respect to I, that is,
x , . . . , x : x l I s x , . . . , x ; 1 F j F m 10 .  .  . .1 jy1 j 1 jy1
and that JI s I 2. Further suppose that I is not generated by any proper
 4subset of x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y . Then x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y from a1 m mq1 n 1 m mq1 n
w xquadratic sequence on V R2, Proposition 4.7 . For any linearization a, we
 . 4have D s i, j ¬ m q 1 F i, j F n and thus a is stable. Assuming that V
admits a linearization with nondecreasing degrees, we may apply Theorem
w x2.4 to this situation. For 1 F l F m, we have F s k T , . . . , T . For m q 1l 1 l
w x  2 .  . lF l F n, we have F s k T , . . . , T , T r T . Thus H F ; Y is 1rY forl 1 m l l l
 . m1 F l F m and 2 y Y rY for m q 1 F l F n. Substituting these into
the formulas of Theorem 2.4, we obtain
COROLLARY 3.4.1. In the situation just described,
w xH gr R It ; X , Y . M , I t .
m n1 y Y R R
my ls H R; X q H ; X Y q H ; X .  m  /  /Y I Il lls1 lsmq1
H gr 2 gr R ; X , Y . . . M r I , Ir I . I
R
s H ; X /I
m n1 y Y R R
my lq H ; X Y q H ; X . m  /  /Y I q I I q Il lls1 lsmq1
w x  wEXAMPLE 3.4.2. This example is discussed in HH1 see HH1, Exam-
x. w xple 4.7 . Let R s k a, b, c, d, e be the polynomial ring in five variables
over a field k, char k / 2, and let M denote the irrelevant maximal ideal
of R. Let I be the homogeneous ideal of R generated by the eight
elements f , . . . , f displayed below this ideal is a prime of codimension 21 8
.and defines the base locus of a section of the Horrocks]Mumford bundle :
f s 5abcde y a5 y b5 y c5 y d5 y e5,1
f s ab3c q bc3d q a3be q cd3e q ade3 ,2
f s a2 bc2 q b2cd2 q a2d2e q ab2e2 q c2de2 ,3
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f s abc5 y b4c2d y 2 a2 b2cde q ac3d2e y a4de2 q bcd2e3 q abe5,4
f s ab2c4 y b5cd y a2 b3de q 2 abc2d2e q ad4e2 y a2 bce3 y cde5,5
f s a3b2cd y bc2d4 q ab2c3e y b5de y d6e q 3abcd2e2 y a2 be4 y de6 ,6
f s a4 b2c y abc2d3 y ab5e y b3c2de y ad5e q 2 a2 bcde2 q cd2e4 ,7
f s b6c q bc6 q a2 b4e y 3ab2c2de q c4d2e y a3cde2 y abd3e2 q bce5.8
 w x.As can be verified on a computer see also HH1 , this example satis-
fies the hypothesis of Corollary 3.4.1}the integer m in this case is 3.
Fixing the linearization f , . . . , f , we can calculate using a computer the1 8
 .Hilbert series H RrI ; X . Plugging these series into the formula forl
  w x .H gr R It ; X, Y , we get M , I t .
w xH gr R It ; X , Y . M , I t .
1 5 10 5 20 15
s q q y q q5 4 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 3X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y
10 25 5 10 10 1
q q q y q y3 2 2 3 2 2 3X Y X Y XY X Y XY Y
2 2 35 54 X 1 54 X 99X 99X 68 X
q q y q q q q3 2 3 2 3XY YY Y Y Y Y
3 4 4 5 568 X 20 X 20 X 2 X 2 X
y q q q y .2 3 2 3 2Y Y Y Y Y
4. REMARKS ABOUT THE HILBERT SERIES OF
w y1 x  .y1 2gr R It, t AND gr gr R M , I t, t .  M r I, Ir I . I
In Theorem 2.4 and in the examples of Sect. 3, an expression for the
w y1 xy1bigraded Hilbert series of gr R It, t can also be derived simi- M , I t, t .
larly. But we have not bothered to do this for two reasons. First, as can be
w y1 xy1seen from the proposition below, the Hilbert series of gr R It, t M , I t, t .
w xcan in most cases be recovered from those of gr R It and M , I t .
 .2gr gr R . Second, it is not clear what the bigraded pieces of M r I, Ir I . I
w y1 xy1gr R It, t are and whether they are of interest. M , I t, t .
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PROPOSITION 4.1. 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4,
w y1 xy1H gr R It , t ; X , Y . M , I t , t .
1 y X¡ w xH R; X q H gr R It ; X , Y .  . M , I t .X
if deg x G 3 ; i , 1 F i F n , .i~s 1
2H gr gr R ; X , Y . . M r I , Ir I . IY¢ if deg x F 2 ; , 1 F i F n. .i i
2. In any Noetherian ring R, if I is an ideal and M is a maximal ideal
such that I : M 2, then
w y1 xy1H gr R It , t ; X . M , I t , t .
1 y X
w xs H gr R ; X q H gr R It ; X . . .  .M  M , I t .X
w x  .Proof. 1. Fix notation as in RS, Sect. 1 . If deg x F 2 for all i, theni
w xfrom Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 of RS it is clear that L# is the extension of
w xK# to R T , . . . , T , U . This proves the second half of the statement. Now1 n
 . w xsuppose deg x G 3 for all i. Then by Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 of RS , wei
 .  .  .have L# s UT , . . . , UT , J# . Thus L# s U, J# l T , . . . , T . Letting1 n 1 n
w x  . w x A s R T , . . . , T , U , we have Ar U, J# ( R T , . . . , T rJ#, Ar T1 n 1 n 1
. w x  ., . . . , T ( R U , and Ar U, J#, T , . . . , T ( R. The first part of then 1 n
statement follows.
2. As a routine calculation shows,
ny1M , It , t R M . yn ynq1s t [ t [ ???nq1 2y1 M MM , It , t .
M n M ny1I I n
n[ [ t [ ??? [ tn nnq1 M I M IM
nny1 M , It .w xs [ gr R [ . jM nq1 / M , It .js0
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Thus
ny1 nM , It , t . w xdim s dim [ gr R jMnq1  /y1M , It , t . js0
n
M , It .
y dim gr R q dim . .M n nq1M , It .
Note that the first term on the right-hand side is just the dimension of
 .the nth piece of a polynomial ring in one variable over gr R which hasM
  . .Hilbert series H gr R ; X rX.M
Remark 4.2. A routine calculation shows that the graded piece of
 .  .  r s sq1.  rq1 s sq1.2degree r, s of gr gr R is M I q I r M I q I . M r I, Ir I . I
From this bigraded Hilbert series we can therefore read off the polynomial
 r s sq1.in r and s whose value for large r and s equals dim M I q I r
 rq1 s sq1.M I q I .
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